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Toshkent davlat yuridik universiteti Kuzatuv kengashining 2022-yil 17- 
fevraldagi 1-son majlisi bayonining 6-ilovasida Toshkent davlat yuridik 
universitetining rahbar xodimlari, professor-o‘qituvchilari hamda boshqa xodimlari, 
shuningdek, xorijiy mutaxassislar uchun mehnatgahaq to Tash miqdorini belgilash 
tartibi to‘g‘risida"gi nizomning 9-bandida Ta’lim jarayoniga zamonaviy pedagogik 
texnologiyalami qoTlay oladigan va ilmiy izlanish olib boradigan xorijiy 
mutaxassislar tarkibini bozor konyukturasidan kelib chiqqan holda jalb qilish hamda 
ularning mehnatiga huq to Tash miqdorlari fuqarolik-huquqiy shartnomada belgilani 
shi ko‘rsatilgan.

Bozor konyukturasida quydagicha holat maujud:
Fransiyada katta o‘qituvchining (ma’ruzachi) yillik maoshi 69500 EUR 

tashkil etadi. O‘quv yuklama (talabalar bilan sinfda o‘tkaziladigan vaqti) yiliga 192 
soat qilib belgilanadi, jami o‘quv yuklama - 384 soat. (manba: Economic research 
institute, Europan University Institute, Stack Exchange network) O‘rtacha xar bir 
o‘quv soati uchun - 180 EUR to‘g‘ri keladi.

AQSH oliy o‘quv yurt katta o‘qituvchisi (“adjunct” aloxida o‘quv kurs uchun 
maosh oladi) ortacha 1 soati - 77 USD dollarga teng (Purdue Universtiy Prof. Gene 
Spafford ma’lumoti, Quora ma’lumot almashish tarmog’i). Ma’ruza o‘qituvchining 
(lecturer) yillik maoshi - 58739 USD dollar, yillik o‘quv yuklamasi - 430 o‘quv soat, 
o‘rtacha o‘quv soati - 136 USD. (manba: Indeed.com, Stack Exchange network)

Buyuk Britaniyada Karra yKHTyBurmriHr (Marpysann) o‘rtacha yillik maoshi 
- 103000 GBP, yillik o‘quv yuklama - 550 soat, o‘rtacha o‘quv soati - 187 GBP. 
(manba: www.salaryexplorer.com,Indeed.com, The Guardian jurnali)

(Ilova 5 varoqda)
Toshkent davlat yuridik universitetining rahbar xodimlari, professor- 

o‘qituvchilari hamda boshqa xodimlari, shuningdek, xorijiy mutaxassislar uchun 
mehnatga haq to Tash miqdorini belgilash tartibi to‘g‘risida nizomninng talablarini 
inobatga olgan holda xorijiy mutaxassislarga ish haqi belgilashda “Yuqori malakali 
mutaxassis va shunday darajadagi vatandosh” - 10,577 koeffitsiyenti qoTlaniladi 
hamda lavozim maoshini aniqlashda koeffitsiyentlari bir yarim baravar miqdorda 

Indeed.com
Indeed.com


i

qo‘llaniladi. Shundan kelib chiqib Fransiyaning Universite de Pau et des Pays de 
1‘Adour Ph.D. in Management Umber Kazi tomonidan o‘tkazilgan har bir dars 
mashg’uloti uchun ortacha 75$ AQSh dollari miqdorida haq belgilash lozim.
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Lecturer Average Salary in France 2022

How much money does a Lecturer make in France?
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A person working as a Lecturer in France typically earns around 69,500 EUR per year. 
Salaries range from 32,700 EUR (lowest) to 110,000 EUR (highest).

This is the average yearly salary including housing, transport, and other benefits. Lecturer 
salaries vary drastically based on experience, skills, gender, or location. Below you will find 
a detailed breakdown based on many different criteria.

Lecturer Salary Distribution in France

The median, the maximum, the minimum, and the range

• Salary Range

Lecturer selanes in France range from 32,700 EUR per year (minimum salary) to
110.000 EUR per year (maximum salary)

• Median Salary

The median salary is "3700 EUR per year wnich means that half (50%) of people 
working as Lecturers) are earning less than 73,700 EUR while the other half are 
earning more than 73,700 EUR. The median represents the middle salary value.

* Generally spealdng, you vrouH wart to be on the right: side of the graph with the group
earning more than the median salary.

• Percentiles

Closely related to the median are two values: the 25th and the 75th percentiles.
Reading from the salary distribution diagram. 25% of Lecturer(s) are earning less than 
47.800 EUR while 75% of them are earning more than 47,800 EUR. Also from the 
cSagram, 75% of Lecturer® are earning less than 97,200 EUR while 25% are earning 
more then 97,200 EUR

What is the difference between the median and the average salary?

Both are indicators : your salary is higher than both of the average and the median 
then you are doing very well. If your salary is lower than Poth, then many people are 
earning more than you and there is plenty of room for improvement. If your wage is 
between tire tweiwne and the median then rhlnhs ran ire a bit rAm-niirweh We

QpaHLiHM^a Mai>py3a y^KTyBHKHHHr ypTana ohjihk Maomn
MaH6aLecturer Average Salary in France 2022 - The Complete Guide (salaryexplorer.com)
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Lecturer salary in United States
Hew much does a lecturer make in the United States?

Average base salary ®

$58,739 per>'ear 2d

tion-cash benefit
Health insurance

The average salary fora lecturer is $68,739 per year in the United States. 267 salaries reported, updated 
at December <S. 20'22 Is this useful? * Maybe ♦

Top companies for Lecturers in United States

La Trobe University
3,9 # r, z» >A-> 3salaries re.oort.ed

University of New South Wales
LNSW 4.2 140 reviews 5 salaries reported

. The University of Chicago
41 # /j? rqview', 13 sa§. <

University of Maryland University College
4,1 # < >020 reviews 7 salaries reported

UCSB
University of California, Santa Barbara
4.4 # 410 reviews 5 salaries reported

University of Miami
4,o # lJ322isyiaas llssbxifiiifieasgd

University of Kansas
4,2 # 513 reviews 0 salaries reported

The University of California
4.1 # 402 reviews 7 salaries reported

>y Northeastern University
4,2 # 12 $alar;e» reported

Cornell University
43 # 472 reviews 10 salaries reported

$127,929per year >

$ 111,308per year

$98,868per year >

$89,212per year >

$88,307psryear >

$8S,990per year >

$84,744per year >

$81,135per year >

$79,715per year >

$79,424per year >

Show more companies v

Is this useful? A Maybe
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AQSH oliy o‘quv yurlardagi o‘rtacha maoshlari (yillik ish haqi)
Manba: Lecturer salary in United States (indeed.com)
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UCgf
I University of California - San Francisco
1 a 1 ★ 486 reviews 6 salaries reported

$117perhour

■ i University of Texas Medical Branch
I 3.9 ♦ 5..salarigsjfigo.i:tfisl

$102per hour

EJI New York University
I a > ★ 1.245 reviews 9 salaries reported

$88.95perhour

,'Av California Institute of Technology

4.1 * .iJS..rfixie»s 5..sal.at.i.ttLiEBtttted
$88«30per hour

Yale
I Yale University
| a 7 ★ 709 reviews 6 salaries reported

$85.93per hour

Show more companies

AQSH oliy o‘quv yurlardagi o‘rtacha maoshlari (bir soat uchun)
Manba: Lecturer salary in United States (indeed.com)

Lecturer average salary change by experience in United Kingdom

Buyuk Britaniyada ma’ruzachining o‘rtacha maoshlari (yillik ish haqi)
Manba: http://www.salaryexplorer.com/salary-survey .php?loc=228&loctype=l&j

/

indeed.com
http://www.salaryexplorer.com/salary-survey


Lecturer Average Salary in United Kingdom 2022

How much money does a Lecturer make in United Kingdom?

Average Year ly Salary

103,000 GBP
(8.570 GBP rmntNy)
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A person working as a Lecturer in United Kingdom typically earns around 103,000 GBP 
per year. Salaries range from 53,500 GBP (lowest) to 157,000 GBP (highest).

This is the average yearly salary including housing, transport, and other benefits. Lecturer 
salaries vary drastically based on experience, skills, gender, or location. Below you will find 
a detailed breakdown based on many different criteria.

Lecturer Salary Distribution in United Kingdom

The median, the maximum, the minimum, and the range

• Salary Range

lecturer salaries in United Kingdom range from 53,500 GBP per year (minimum salary) 
to 157,000 GBP per year (maximum salary).

• Median Salary

The median salary is 98,700 GBP per year, which means that half (50%) of people 
working as Lecturers) are earning less than 98,700 GBP while the other half are 
earning more than 98,700 GBR The median represents the middle salary value. 
Generally speaking, you would want to be on the right side of the graph with the group 
earning more than the median salary.

• Percentiles

Closely related to the median are two values: the 25th and the 75th percentiles.
Reading from the salary distribution diagram, 25% of Lecturers) are earning less than 
68,500 GBP while 75% of them are earning more than 68,500 GBR Also from the 
diagram, 75% of Lecturers) are earning less than 123,000 GBP while 25% are earning 
more than 123,000 GBR

EyioK EpHTaHHM^a Matpyaa yxnTyBHHHHHr ypTana ohjihk MaoniH
MgH6a: Lecturer Average Salary in United Kingdom 2022 - The Complete Guide (salaryexplorer.com)
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